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The Temporary Professed Sisters (Akure Area) and their Directress; Sister Cecilia Lengpang.

● Akure Area Temporary Professed Sisters
Weekend

● The Holy Childhood Association
Celebration (H.C.A)

● Child Protection

● Health & Wellness

● Heart of the Matter

● Advert

● Editorial
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The meeting took place from
20th to 22nd, May 2022 in
Akure Community, Ondo

State.
The Temporary Professed

Sisters of Akure Area; Sisters
Eunice Aranmonise, Confidence
Udeh, Francisca Ewuoso, Mary
John, Esther Pam, Angelina

Francis, (the host Sister), Rita-
Mary Buseni and their Directress;
Sister Cecilia Lengpang assembled
for the Second Weekend of the
year.

The weekend began with our
opening ritual on Saturday
morning after the warm welcome

by the Host community, the
previous night.

Our focus was majorly on
going deeper into our study from
some documents in Vatican II; Ad
Gentes; The Decree of the
church's  Missionary Activities
with focus on the Bishops (they
especially must lead the local

— Rita-Mary Tamaraoge Buseni, SSL

Akure Area, Temporary
Professed Sisters Weekend
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church and act as “herald of the
Faith, who leads the  disciples to
Christ), Catechists (they are
trained to be helpers and teachers
to the Priests and the Laity in
matters of faith respectively), and
missionaries (They are not
ashamed of the Cross, humble as
their Master was humble and they
must be willing to suffer all, even
to shed their blood), Decree of the
ministry and the life of the Priests
(Presbyterorum Ordinis) with
more study on their functions and
virtues, (they are in charge of the
spiritual and moral lives of the
local church),  Apostolic Activities
of the Laity (Apostolicam
Actuositatem), (They are the life of
the Church, they  possess the
Priestly, Prophetic and Kingly
offices of the Church through
Baptism and go out to
evangelized in the world, and
Nostra aetate (from Latin: "In our
time"), the Declaration of the
relation of Christians to non-
Christians (we share things in
common with other non-
Christians like Jews, Buddhism,
Muslim, Hinduism, etc. origin of
the religion, community of people,
Supreme Being, and final goal -
God).
The following questions were
given for our reflection:
1. What could be our Emmaus

journey regarding our studies
of the Vatican II Document?

2. What has the Lord opened
your eyes to see?

3. What are the next plans of
action?
In summary, each one of us is

important as the next person. Our
prayer, presence, and practical
lifestyles matter to the church. As
Religious, and Prayer Mantles of
the Church, we are to get involved
in the Pastoral activities by being

members of some societies of the
church to win back our strayed
and displaced brethren of the
faith, youths, men and women
alike, of our local churches and
dioceses. We ought to do more on
studying the documents of the
Church and the Scriptures to be
well equipped in guiding them, if
possible, some Priests and other
Religious might also receive our
guidance and benefit from our
humble dispositions to the
services in the church.

We concluded our sharing
with the resolutions to be good

ambassadors of Christ and Sisters
of St Louis.

Some of us stayed back at the
Novitiate till the 23rd of May, due
to the National Christian peaceful
protest against the killing of
Deborah Samuel in Sokoto and
the security threat by the Muslim
brothers against the nation, while
the Sisters from Ondo community
left on the 22nd, May 2022

We thank God for everything
that went well and the peace,
which is only given by Christ
stayed with us during the
weekend.

The simple prayer piece which reflected our journey for the year

Sister Eunice Aranmonise arriving the venue for the weekend

A cross section of the sisters during one of the Sharings; Sisters Mary John, Confidence Udeh and Esther Pam.

A happy reunion at the weekend; Sister Angelina Francis welcoming Sister Mary John
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The annual Holy Childhood
celebration, for the year
2022; took place here in St.

Peter’s Catholic Church Minna
diocese on 6th March 2022. The
celebration started with the Holy
Mass, where the children took
charge of all the activities during
the Mass; readings, singing,
ministers of hospitality,
presentation of gifts, a brief story
of the Holy Childhood and the
church announcements.

Rev.Fr Francis Ejiro during his
homily appreciated and
encouraged both parents and
children on family values the
saying that charity begins at
home by Sir Thomas Browne
goes a long way to show that the
condition of the larger
community, greatly depends on
the family because the family is
the first community. He went
further to say that if the family is
good the community will radiate

goodness and if the family is bad,
the community will consequently
be bad.

Children are not responsible for
their own initial formation, that
is why both parents have to instill
good values in their children
especially sincerity, love and
trust and living a life worthy of
emulation, because to a large
extent, children love and trust
their parents and so whatever
their parents say stands as the
truth for them this is why it is
important for parents to be
careful with their choice of words
used on their children because
positive building words adds to
the self-image of the child.

Our family is sick and that is why
our community, the church, and
the nation are sick. Proverb
chapter 22 verse 6 “Train up a
child in the way he should go and
when he grows up he will not

depart from it. Our children also
were not left out they were
encouraged to respect their
parent and elders. Fr Ejiro
further encouraged the parents
to allow their children to be part
of the H. C. A. The church had a
second collection in support of
the national body.

Photographs were taken and
little snacks were given to the
children. It was a memorable
celebration with evident
expression on the faces of the
children and their parents.

We are grateful to the formators
who were behind the scenes
(Mrs Nwachukwu Josephine, Miss
Patricia Emenim and Sr Celestina
Isaac) for their tireless effort and
patience in the training of the
children. May the Lord continue
to bless them.

—Sr. Celestina Isaac

(H.C.A) CELEBRATION

Sister Celestina Isaac with the children
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CSA is rarely a one-off event, but more commonly a systematic process that gives rise to a number of
dynamics before, during, and after the abuse that can add to the impact of the actual abuse. The process
typically starts, before any sexual activities take place, through grooming, in which the abuser gains the
child’s trust by developing a special relationship, in order to reduce the risk of disclosure. As the identity
changes and the isolation from others grows, the survivor cannot forget the abuse as they are confronted
with it on daily basis in how they live their lives.

The impact of CSA will vary from child to child and later adult depending on the age, gender, the nature,
severity and the duration of the abuse, the relationship to and the gender of the abuse and the degree
of access to social support

CHILD SEXUAL
ABUSE IMPACTS
‘’The trauma is not the story of what happened long ago; the long-term
trauma is that you are robbed of feeling fully alive and in charge of
yourself’’ - (van der Kolk, 2015)

The amygdala is one of two
almond-shaped masses of
nuclei located in the brain

and responsible for the fight or
flight response that causes the
victim to respond to threats.
When faced with a threatening
situation, the thalamus, which
receives incoming stimuli, sends
signals to both the amygdala and
the cortex (thinking brain). The
amygdala triggers a sudden and
intense unconscious emotional
response that shuts off the cortex,
making it hard for the victim to
think clearly about the situation
and concentrate senses on danger
or hurt, the instinctive reaction is
the release of a cascade of
biochemicals that activate the

alarm system of the body to ‘fight’
or ‘flight’ ‘freeze or ‘flop’ through
the release of adrenaline and
stress hormones such as cortisol
which often leads to increased
heart rate, blood pressure, and
breathing, shaking in the victim.
These reactions are activated
outside of conscious awareness
and are not under the voluntary
control of the victim.

“As the identity changes and the
isolation from others grows, the
survivor cannot forget the abuse
as they are confronted with it on
daily basis in how they live their
lives…” Sanderson, C (2015)

To be continued…

TRAUMA
REACTION
Amygdala Hijack
and the Fight or
Flight Response

THE NATURE OF CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE (CSA)

CHILD & VULNERABLE ADULT
SAFEGUARDING& PROTECTION (CVASP)

— Sr. Theresa Olaniyan, SSL

sslprotectionandsafeguarding.ng@gmail.com
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Management or Coping
strategies; we must acknowledge
that we are not perfect or
superhuman beings we have our
strengths and weaknesses. We
also need to know our gifts or
talent & our limitations. The
setting of honest boundaries is
key in the strategies of coping
with stress because life being
what it is, it's inevitable to
eliminate stress completely but
we can learn to avoid it when
possible & manage it when
unavoidable.

Unhealthy coping strategies tend
to feel good at the moment but
have long-term negative
consequences which can lead to
depression.

Healthy coping strategies may
not provide instant gratification,
but can lead to long-lasting

positive outcomes these include
but are not limited to the
following:
● Identify your triggers.
● Manage your time.
● Paying more attention to

yourself: get enough rest and
sleep at least 6-8hours daily.

● Gets a regular physical
exercise like jogging, quick
brisk walk or swimming.
These metabolize stress
hormones and restore the
body to a calm relaxed state.
They also help to maintain
fitness.

● Talk with others/ recognize
when you need help and get
it, laugh, cry/express anger
when appropriate.

● Eat Healthy Meals and avoid
excessive alcohol drink more
water instead.

● Take deep breaths, stretch
and make out time for

meditation spend less time
watching television, reading
or listening to traumatic
news/ social media stuff.

● Take medical checkups
seriously and attend to
health issues promptly.

● Make time to unwind and do
more healthy activities that
you enjoy.

● Take your spiritual life
seriously by connecting with
your community of faith.

● Very important to take care
of your emotional health own
your feelings and get
counselled when need be.

● Spend time with family and
friends who will tell you the
truth and challenge you in
love.

BE TRUE TO YOURSELF AND
OTHERS.  BE HAPPY.

Dear family and friends,

Janet Makinde, SSL

or
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of the Matter
Hamlet: To be, or not to be: That is the Question
HAMLET:
To be, or not to be: that is the question:
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune,
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles,
And by opposing end them? To die: to sleep;
No more; and by a sleep to say we end
The heart-ache and the thousand natural shocks
That flesh is heir to, 'tis a consummation
Devoutly to be wish'd. To die, to sleep;
To sleep: perchance to dream: ay, there's the rub;
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil,
Must give us pause: there's the respect
That makes calamity of so long life;
For who would bear the whips and scorns of time,
The oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely,
The pangs of despised love, the law's delay,
The insolence of office and the spurns
That patient merit of the unworthy takes,
When he himself might his quietus make
With a bare bodkin? who would fardels bear,
To grunt and sweat under a weary life,
But that the dread of something after death,
The undiscover'd country from whose bourn
No traveller returns, puzzles the will
And makes us rather bear those ills we have
Than fly to others that we know not of?
Thus conscience does make cowards of us all;
And thus the native hue of resolution
Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought,
And enterprises of great pith and moment
With this regard their currents turn awry,
And lose the name of action.--Soft you now!
The fair Ophelia! Nymph, in thy orisons
Be all my sins remember'd. (Hamlet, 1602 The Tragedy of
Hamlet, Prince of Denmark)

Any Nigerian might well stand in apprehension like
Hamlet, and amidst many sighs, wonder, “to be or not
to be” as they ruminate over the current realities of life
in the Socio-political terrain of Nigeria. Hamlet, in his
own circumstances contemplates the divergence

between the agonies of life, which he perceives as
predestined – “the sea of troubles - the slings and
arrows - the heart-ache - the thousand natural shocks
- The oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely
- The pangs of despised love, the law's delay - The
insolence of office and the spurns” and the
uncertainties of life after death if he dared end his life –
“… the fear of the uncertainty of death and of
possible damnation of suicide. - But that the dread of
something after death - The undiscover'd country
from whose bourn - No traveller returns, puzzles the
will - And makes us rather bear those ills we have -
Than fly to others that we know not of?” The truth of
the matter is, life is all about choices.

In the face of economic distress, religious intolerance,
political hypocrisy, social menace, and lawlessness of all
kinds, I, like Hamlet stand in contemplation, not
comparing the excruciating pains of living in Nigeria and
the unpalatable and repulsive thoughts of ending it all,
but rather, I stand in hope and faith in our GOD Who can
never fail us as we look to 2023 elections knowing that
GOD’s love for us Nigerians is infinitely greater than any
pangs of pains we might currently be experiencing. I,
therefore choose life. I choose life! I choose life! To live,
and to live a purposeful and happy life is my choice.
Alleluia!

— Rita Akin-Otiko, SSL
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Hamlet: To be, or not to be: That is the Question Catholic Post Primary School for Girls
Managed by the Sisters of St. Louis Nigeria Province

P. O.  Box 553 Old Kutunku, Gwagwalada, FCT Abuja
08033922325, 08122278499;   info@louisvilleabuja.sch.ng, www.louisvilleabuja.sch.ng

LOUISVILLE GIRLS SECONDARY SCHOOL

ABOUT LOUISVILLE GIRLS SECONDARY SCHOOL, ABUJA
Louisville is a modest Catholic Mission Secondary School for girls between the age of
ten (10) and eighteen (18). It  was founded on the 30th of  September 2006;  full Boarding
School owned and run by the  Sisters of St. Louis, Nigeria Province.

THE FOCAL POINT OF LGSSA
The focal points of the school are; Faith, Moral and Academic Excellence. It strives to
help students develop in these areas with the aim of grooming them to become
principled women of Faith and Integrity.

LOCATION
The school is located in the heart of Gwagwalada Area Council of  FCT,  in Old Kutunku,
Kaida Road Abuja. The secured serene environment, dedicated staff, and the mutual
understanding between the school and the community have enhanced accelerated
growth and plummeted the school to an enviable spot on the map of most-sought-after
schools in the Abuja metropolis.

SCHOOL CURRICULA
The school runs both the Nigerian and British curricula.  Students are well prepared for
the Cambridge IGCSE Examination,  SAT,  ACT,  IELTS, TOEFL,  WASSCE, Junior and senior
NECO.

ICT COMPLIANT
In addition  to the strong academic policy of the school is the exposure of our girls to
different Co-curricular activities and entrepreneurial skills. In the bid to enhance effective
teaching-learning and in meeting with the demands of the 21ˢᵗ century,  blended learning
are employed through the use of high technology facilities like Smart Boards that are
installed in all the classrooms, students’ chrome books specially built for education,
24-hour Internet supply, well equipped electronic library, etc. Both students and staff
are ICT compliant.

We run a standard security system with both human and material resources in place in
order to ensure the safety of our students and every member of the school community.

Louisville Girls is a growing secondary school; ever ready to make impact and to ensure
keeping up with the three focal points on which it is founded.  We are striving and we
still desire to make more impact.

“Nurturing principled women of faith and integrity”

ADMISSION
IS ONGOING

For more information, contact
08033922325, 08122278499

FORMS ARE AVAILABLE FOR SALE
ONLINE  AND IN THE SCHOOL

Online
Offline EXAM

MODE OF
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June

4th Sr. Catherine Ologunagba Birthday

4th Sr. Veronica Obi Birthday

7th Sr. Roseline Ogunbanwo Birthday

10th Sr. Martha Chindo Birthday

11th Sr. Vivian Ajuonuma Birthday

14th Sr. Alice Ameh Birthday

15th Sr. Victoria Orifunmishe Birthday

19th Sr. Juliana Mbara Feastday

22nd Sr. Laurencia Daniel Birthday

26th Sr. Ruth Orunpegan Birthday

29th Sr. Constance Dibie Birthday

AND FEASTDAY

Dear Sisters and Friends,

Here comes another edition of our Contact Newsletter.  We
hope you will find it enriching. Thank you for staying with us.
Remember to send us your comments.

Kindly follow us on our social media platforms

Thank you and God bless!

Anthonia Eneanya, SSL
Editor
toniauc@yahoo.com
+234 (0)703 792 9969

Akintunde Isaac Taiwo
Anthonia Eneanya, SSL

Facebook: Fb.me/sistersofsaintlouisnigeria

Twitter: https://twitter.com/SistersLouis

Instagram: @sistersofstlouisnigeria

Send articles to sslcomm.ng@gmail.com and
expect to get Contact and updates via this mail
address regularly.

Corporate Email

Sr. Rita-Mary Tamaraoge Buseni, SSL
Sr. Celestina Isaac, SSL

Editorial

Sr. Akin-Otiko Rita, SSL
Sr. Eneanya Anthonia, SSL
Sr. Obada Anna, SSL
Sr. Tiav Josephine, SSL

Sr. Akin-Otiko Rita, SSL
Sr. Makinde Janet, SSL
Sr. Theresa Olaniyan, SSL

Graphics Layouts & Designs

Contributors

Columnists

SSL Editorial Team

We congratulate the

Celebrants

“Let your speech always be gracious,
seasoned with salt, so that you know
how you should respond to each one”

Colossians 4:6

World Communications Sunday


